High-level ab initio calculations at the coupled cluster with single and double substitutions and perturbative treatment of triple substitutions, CCSD(T), level of theory have been carried out for the dimers of coinage metal atoms Cu, Ag, and Au in the ground 1 Σ g + state and in the excited 3 Σ u + state. All of the calculations have been carried out with the inclusion of scalar-relativistic effects via the normalized elimination of the small component (NESC) method. For the dimers in the triplet state, nonzero bond dissociation energies are obtained which vary from 1.3 kcal/mol for 3 Cu 2 to 4.6 kcal/mol for 3 Au 2 . Taking into account that, in bulky high-spin copper clusters, the bond dissociation energy per atom increases steeply to the value of ca. 19 kcal/mol, the results obtained in the present paper suggest that the bond dissociation energy per atom in high-spin gold clusters may reach extremely high values exceeding 20 kcal/mol thus becoming comparable to the usual bonding due to the spin-pairing mechanism.
Introduction
No-pair or ferromagnetic bonding 1,2,4-8 in high-spin alkali metal clusters is a type of bonding which defies a paradigm that strong chemical bond may result only from singlet pairing of the electron spins as was introduced in chemistry by Lewis. 9 Despite that, in these clusters, spins of all valence electrons are aligned in parallel, according to density functional calculations they are bound by energies reaching as much as 12 kcal/mol per atom. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Another peculiar feature of no-pair bonding is in the nonadditivity of binding energy in high-spin clusters, which varies between less than 1 kcal/mol per atom in diatomic molecules and reaches relatively high values in large clusters. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 16, 10, 11 A thorough analysis carried out by Shaik et al. [5] [6] [7] showed that no-pair bonding can be best described as resulting from ionic fluctuations of the triplet electronic pairs that spread over all the close neighbors in the cluster and lead to a rapid increase in the binding energy in bulky three-dimensional structures.
It is noteworthy that the study of no-pair bonding is not driven by the chemical curiosity alone. There is an interest in studying this type of bonding stimulated by the properties of BoseEinstein condensates in dilute gases of alkali metal atoms. [12] [13] [14] There is also a growing interest in investigation of magnetic clusters which may find a large number of potential applications in medicine and nanoscience. 15 In the quest for new systems exhibiting no-pair bonding, one moves naturally to late transition metals such as coinage metals which possess a closed d-shell and a singly occupied s-shell thus bearing similarity with the electronic structure of alkali metals. In the first exploration of this terrain, 16 it was found that copper can make high-spin clusters devoid of electron pairs which are bound by as much as 19 kcal/mol per atom, which is ca. 50% greater than in the corresponding lithium clusters. These no-pair clusters are not merely theoretical curiosities for the purpose of demonstrating unusual bonding features; some of these clusters have actually been made and probed by experimental techniques. [17] [18] [19] In the present work, we attempt to extend the domain of search for no-pair bonding in coinage metal clusters by investigating the high-spin copper, silver, and gold clusters with high-level ab initio wave function methods. Because, in heavy coinage metal atoms, relativistic effects are very important for the correct description of their electronic structure, a relativistic all-electron formalism is employed in connection with highly correlated wave function method in order to calculate the potential energy curves of coinage metal dimers in the 3 Σ u + state. The results of these calculations will be compared with the available experimental estimates for the spectroscopic parameters of the high-spin dimeric species 20 and with the properties of coinage metal dimers in the ground 1 
It is the primary purpose of the present work to provide high quality data which can be used as benchmarks in the further study of bigger highspin coinage metal clusters.
Details of Calculations
Calculations of the potential energy curves of the Cu, Ag, and Au dimers in the singlet 1 Σ g + ground-state and in the lowest triplet a-3 Σ u + excited-state have been carried out with the use of the coupled cluster with single and double substitutions and with perturbational treatment of triple substitutions, CCSD(T), method. The zero order wave functions were obtained in the spin-restricted Hartree-Fock calculations for the closed-shell species and in the spin-unrestricted Hartree-Fock calculations for the open-shell species. The bond dissociation energies were calculated with respect to the ground states of neutral atoms. The counterpoise correction of Boys and Bernardi 21 was employed to eliminate the basis set superposition error.
In the calculations on copper dimers, the correlation consistent augmented basis sets of triple-(aug-cc-pVTZ-DK), quadruple-(aug-cc-pVQZ-DK), and pentuple-(aug-cc-pV5Z-DK) quality were employed. 22 These basis sets were totally uncontracted in the calculations. Because these basis sets form a systematic sequence, it was possible to extrapolate the total energy to the complete basis set limit. 23, 24 In the extrapolation procedure, the Hartree-Fock total energy was extrapolated with the use of a three-parameter exponential model a + be -cX , 23 and the CCSD(T) correlation energy was extrapolated with the use of a cubic model A + BX -3 , 24 where X is the cardinal number of the basis set (i.e., three for aug-cc-pVTZ, four for aug-cc-pVQZ, and five for aug-cc-pV5Z).
Silver and gold dimers were calculated with the use of the double-(DZ) and triple-(TZ) quality basis sets of Dyall. 25 These basis sets were used in uncontracted form and augmented with valence polarizing and valence correlating functions as suggested in ref 25 . Thus, the following basis sets resulted: DZ(Ag) (21s14p10d2f) basis set, TZ(Ag) (28s20p13d3f) basis set, and DZ(Au) (22s19p12d9f) basis set. The basis sets employed in the present work have been specifically designed for all-electron relativistic calculations. 25 The calculations have been carried out at the nonrelativistic CCSD(T) level and with the inclusion of scalar-relativistic effects via the normalized elimination of the small component (NESC) method. 26 The iterative solution of the NESC equations as described in ref 27 was implemented in the COLOGNE08 package. 28 Because the relativistic integral code does not support basis functions with the angular momentum higher than 3, the G, H, and I primitive functions were dropped from the aug-ccpVTZ-DK, aug-cc-pVQZ-DK, and aug-cc-pV5Z-DK basis sets. In order to evaluate the effect of higher angular momentum functions we have also done quasi-relativistic calculations using Douglas-Kroll-Hess (DKH) quasi-relativistic Hamiltonian 29 implemented in MOLPRO2006.1 package. 30 In these calculations, the uncontracted aug-cc-pVTZ-DK basis set was used. Calculations at the CCSDT level, at which the amplitudes of the triple excitations are obtained iteratively, have been carried out for copper dimers with the use of the relativistic effective core potentials (RECPs) in order to estimate the effect of higherorder excitations not fully covered at the CCSD(T) level.
Because the CCSDT method is much more computationally demanding than CCSD(T), the all-electron calculations at this level for other dimers are not currently feasible. All of the nonrelativistic and RECP calculations have been carried out with the use of the Gaussian 03 package 31 except for the CCSDT ones which have been done with the use of the NWCHEM5.0 package. 32 
Results and Discussion
The bond dissociation energies (BDEs), bond lengths, and harmonic vibrational frequencies of copper dimer in the singlet and the lowest triplet states calculated with different basis sets are collected in Table 1 . In this table, the spectroscopic parameters obtained with and without the account of basis set superposition error (BSSE) are reported. Comparison of the BSSE corrected and uncorrected results shows clearly that there is a convergence in the calculated properties with basis sets of increasing size. The difference between the values obtained with BSSE and without BSSE reduces to less than 0.3 kcal/mol for the energies, 0.004 Å for the bond lengths, and 0.7 cm -1 for the vibrational frequencies in the calculations employing the aug-cc-pV5Z basis set. The values extrapolated to the complete basis set (CBS) show similarly good convergence.
The so-obtained spectroscopic parameters of the singlet copper dimer are in fairly good agreement with the experimental data. The remaining discrepancy in BDE of 1.6 kcal/mol can be further reduced in the coupled-cluster calculations with the full iterative account of triple excitations, which is achieved in 33 In these calculations, the 1 Cu 2 BDE is increased by 1.2 kcal/mol with the full iterative account of triple excitations. However, the all-electron calculations with CCSDT do not seem currently feasible. In any case, the present CCSD(T) results for 1 Cu 2 are in better agreement with the experiment than the previously obtained values, 16 which differed from the experimental values by almost 5 kcal/mol for BDE and by 0.06 Å for bond length. Note that, in the present work, we employ an all-electron relativistic formalism, whereas in the previous study a nonrelativistic approach was used. 16 Hence, the good agreement with the experiment obtained in the present work can also indicate the importance of including relativistic effects for accurate description of molecular properties even in the case of an element as light as copper (Z ) 29). Clearly, such an account is mandatory for heavier homologue such as silver and gold dimers. The fundamental VB structure is repulsive, the covalent VB structures lead to dispersion-like attraction, and the charge transfer VB structures result in additional electrostatic attraction. 8 Note that, in panel b, only the structures which are specific to coinage metal dimers are shown, that is the full set of no-pair VB structures in coinage metal dimers includes those shown in panels a and b. The importance of the account of relativity for accurate description of molecular properties is even more pronounced in the triplet state of Cu 2 . For this state, the results of both relativistically corrected all-electron calculations and nonrelativistic all-electron calculations are reported in Table 1 . Relativity leads to a 2-fold increase in BDE and in vibrational frequency and in a shortening of the Cu-Cu bond length by more than 0.2 Å. Similarly to the case of the singlet copper dimer, the spectroscopic constants obtained in the CCSD(T) calculations show convergence to the same values with extension of the basis sets (see Table 1 ). The CBS extrapolated values obtained in the series of calculations with the account of BSSE and without the account of BSSE differ by less than 0.05 kcal/mol for the BDEs.
The discrepancy with the experimentally measured values for the spectroscopic parameters of the triplet Cu 2 is more substantial. It should however be noted, that the experimentally measured values reported in Table 1 were obtained from laser spectroscopy measurements on matrix isolated copper dimers. 20 The major source of uncertainty in these experiments is in the influence of the matrix environment on the observed parameters of spectroscopic transitions. 20 Although chemically inert matrices (neon or argon) were used, their influence on the properties of the embedded molecular species is non-negligible. 37 At the present, CCSD(T), level of theoretical description, it was not possible to include any rare gas atoms in the computed models. However, the high accuracy of the description of spectroscopic parameters of the singlet copper dimer gives us confidence that the theoretical values reported in Table 1 represent reasonably accurate estimates of the parameters of gas phase 3 Cu 2 molecules.
Besides matrix effects, which are relatively difficult to quantify, the theoretical values in Table 1 may be affected by an insufficient level of treatment of the electron correlation as provided by the CCSD(T) method. Comparison between the results of CCSD(T) and CCSDT calculations carried out for 3 Cu 2 with the use of Stuttgart RECP shows that the full iterative account of triple excitations in CCSDT increases the BDE by as much as 0.8 kcal/mol. Thus, be it possible to carry out the all-electron relativistically corrected CCSDT calculations, the theoretical BDE might be somewhat closer to the experimental estimate. The Cu-Cu bond length shortening of 0.205 Å was obtained in the RECP-CCSDT calculation as compared to the RECP-CCSD(T) one. Assuming that increments of similar magnitude might be obtained in the all-electron calculations, one can estimate that the use of the CCSDT method might have resulted in the 3 Cu 2 BDE of ca. 2 kcal/mol and the bond length of 2.55-2.53 Å. It is noteworthy that a similar magnitude of the higher-order correlation effects was obtained recently by Monari et al. 38 on the basis of comparison of the CCSD(T) and the full CI bond dissociation energies in high-spin tetrahedral Li 4 clusters.
As has been pointed out in the preceding section, the relativistic integral code does not currently support basis functions with angular momentum higher than 3. Therefore, to evaluate the effect of neglecting Gaussian primitive functions with higher angular momentum a series of nonrelativistic and quasi-relativistic calculations for the 3 Cu 2 dimer which employed the fully uncontracted aug-cc-pVTZ-DK basis set were carried out. These calculations were carried out with the use of the G primitive functions as in the original aug-cc-pVTZ-DK basis set and without these functions. The results of the quasirelativistic DKH and nonrelativistic calculations are presented in Table 2 . In both cases, the difference in the equilibrium distances does not exceed 0.05 Å and the difference in the BDEs is ca. 0.1 kcal/mol, where a slightly shorter and stronger bond is obtained with the inclusion of the higher angular momentum basis functions. We can therefore conclude that the inclusion of the omitted functions in the NESC calculations should not alter considerably the results reported in Table 1 .
The huge effect of relativity on the spectroscopic parameters of 3 Cu 2 warrants some discussion. As it has been analyzed previously by De Visser et al., 16 bonding in the triplet copper dimer (likewise to the high-spin alkali metal dimers) is attributed to the so-called no-pair (or ferromagnetic) bonding mechanism. In alkali metals, the no-pair bonding arises due to the following two types of virtual excitations shown schematically in Figure  1a : excitations from the atomic valence s-orbitals to the valence p-orbitals on the same atom, which result in fluctuating local dipole moments at each atomic center, and charge transfer excitations where the s valence electron on one metal atom is excited to the empty p-orbital on the neighboring atom. [4] [5] [6] [7] 16, 8 A combination of the two types of excitations leads to a relatively strong bonding, which in metal clusters of large size exceeds the usual Van der Waals interaction energy by a wide margin reaching values of BDE per atom of as much as 19 kcal/ mol according to B3P86 calculations with Stuttgart RECP. 16 In coinage metal atoms, the no-pair bonding originates due to the same mechanism as in alkali metal atoms, that is due to the ionic-covalent fluctuations of the triplet pair. 16 However, in addition to the s-p excitations, excitations from the valence d-orbitals to the singly occupied s-and the vacant p-orbitals give rise to a number of covalent and ionic valence bond structures shown schematically in Figure 1b which also contribute to the no-pair bonding. Thus, the bonding in high-spin coinage metal clusters is expected to be stronger than in the respective alkali metal clusters. Soldán et al. 10 metal dimers, play an important role in the coinage metal highspin clusters. Relativity is known to influence the atomic orbitals in two ways: A direct relativistic effect leads to contraction of the atomic s-and (to a lesser extent) p-orbitals accompanied by lowering of the orbital energy levels, and an indirect relativistic effect, which is due to the shielding of the nuclear charge by the inner core electrons, leads to expansion of the atomic d-orbitals accompanied by the respective destabilization of the orbital energy levels. 39 A combination of both effects leads to a narrowing of the d-s energy gap in transition metals and to a widening of the s-p gap in heavy p-elements. A textbook manifestation of the effect of relativity on the properties of chemical substances is the color of crystalline gold, for which the 5d-6sp interband transition energy is reduced from 3.5 eV in the nonrelativistic description to only 1.9 eV when relativity is included. 40 Direct and indirect relativistic effects are important for the stability of high-spin coinage metal dimers. Thus, a stabilization of the copper 4s-orbital and a destabilization of the copper 3d-orbitals should result in an increased participation of the atomic d-electrons in bonding as compared with the nonrelativistic description. Another important factor is the contraction of the valence s-orbital of copper atom due to relativity. This contraction leads to a noticeable shortening of the bond length in 3 Cu 2 as obtained in the relativistically corrected all-electron calculations. Using the outer-valence Green's function (OVGF) formalism, 41 the following one-electron orbital energies were obtained in the relativistic (nonrelativistic) calculations for atomic copper: 3d R ) -14.34 eV ( 3d NR ) -14.38 eV) and 4s R ) -7.64 eV ( 4s NR ) -7.41 eV). Although the indirect relativistic effect on the copper 3d-orbitals is not strong, there is a noticeable 4s-orbital stabilization which brings the relativistic value to a much better agreement with the experimentally measured ionization potential of 7.73 eV of atomic copper. 42 The results of the OVGF calculations carried out with the inclusion of relativity and at the nonrelativistic level of theory are presented in graphic form in Figure 2 . In this figure, the narrowing down of the gap between the valence s and d orbitals upon the inclusion of relativity is clearly visible.
The results of the all-electron calculations of silver and gold dimers carried out at the relativistically corrected CCSD(T) level are reported in Table 3 . In these calculations, the uncontracted basis sets of double-and triple-quality optimized by Dyall 25 in the four-component relativistic atomic calculations were employed. However, for gold dimer, the use of the triple-basis set was prohibitively costly in connection with the CCSD(T) formalism, thus only the calculations employing the doublebasis set were carried out. Extension of the basis set beyond triple-quality was not feasible even for the silver dimers and consequently extrapolation to the complete basis set was not attempted. The results of CCSD(T) calculations with the triplebasis set carried out with the account of BSSE and without such an account show a reasonable degree of convergence which suggests that the basis set incompleteness effects in these calculations are fairly weak. Because relativity plays an important role for elements as heavy as silver and gold and because the CCSD(T) calculations with the uncontracted basis sets are very time-consuming, the respective nonrelativistic calculations were not carried out.
The results of both sets, with account of BSSE and without account of BSSE, of the CCSD(T)/TZ calculations for silver dimer in the 1 Σ g + state are in a reasonable agreement with the experimental data. This gives us confidence that the spectroscopic parameters of the triplet 3 Σ u + state of Ag 2 represent a fair estimate of the parameters of this molecule in the gas phase. The 3 Ag 2 BDE amounts to 0.74 ( 0.03 kcal/mol which is in the same ballpark as the BDEs of the high-spin rubidium and cesium dimers, 0.633 and 0.706 kcal/ mol, respectively. 10 This indicates that the role of valence d-electrons of silver is not very important in the 3 Ag 2 dimer. Indeed, in silver atom, the effect of relativity which tends to stabilize valence s-orbitals and destabilize valence d-orbitals is largely compensated by the effect of shielding of the nuclear charge by the inner core electrons. 39 Therefore, the gap between the valence d and s orbitals remains relatively wide, comparable to the copper atom. Comparison of the relativistic and nonrelativistic OVGF results for the valence one-electron energy levels of silver atom (see Figure 2) shows that the overall effect is relatively modest: the 5s orbital is stabilized by less than 0.6 eV from 5s NR ) -6.76 eV to 5s R ) -7.34 eV and the 4d orbital is destabilized by a comparable amount of energy from 4d NR ) -14.17 eV to 4d R ) -13.61 eV. Because the covalent radius of silver atom is greater than that of copper, a longer Ag-Ag bond length and consequently a weaker bond energy result.
Gold dimer is bonded considerably stronger than silver both in the singlet 1 Σ g + ground-state and in the triplet 3 Σ u + excited state. Only the double-quality basis set was affordable for gold dimers at the CCSD(T) level of theory, therefore the BSSE in the calculated spectroscopic parameters remains relatively high. The results obtained with the basis set of similar quality for the copper and silver dimers suggest that the BSSE corrected values provide a lower bound for BDE, whereas the uncorrected for BSSE values may deviate considerably from the converged value especially in the case of the triplet dimer. Much stronger bonding in the triplet gold dimer can be explained by the greater role of the 5d electrons in the nopair bond formation. Indeed, the effect of relativity in gold is fairly strong which is evidenced by a stabilization of the 6s one-electron energy levels from 6s NR ) -6.74 eV to 6s R ) -8.88 eV and by a destabilization of the 5d energy levels from 5d NR ) -13.69 eV to 5d R ) -11.87 eV as obtained from the OVGF calculations (see Figure 2) . Such a marked reduction in the width of the d-s energy gap should result in a much stronger participation of the valence d-electrons in the bonding in 3 Au 2 . After the BSSE correction, the BDE of 3 Au 2 amounts to 4.56 kcal/mol and may in reality be even greater than that value due to the incompleteness of the basis set employed in the calculations. This result suggests that the high-spin gold clusters may show an extremely strong no-pair bonding unprecedented in lighter elements.
Conclusions
Coinage metal dimers studied in the present article show fairly strong no-pair bonding in the high-spin states. The bond dissociation energy can reach as much as nearly 5 kcal/mol in 3 Au 2 which is nearly an order of magnitude stronger than the dissociation energy of heavy alkali metal dimers 3 Rb 2 and 3 Cs 2 . 10 Such a strong bonding is really surprising provided that it can not be attributed to the spin-pairing mechanism as in usual chemical bond. [4] [5] [6] [7] 16, 8 From comparison with the alkali metal dimers, it is apparent that the valence d-electrons of coinage metal atom take part in formation of the no-pair bond in high-spin dimeric species. The bonding in 3 Cu 2 , 3 Ag 2 , and 3 Au 2 is therefore quite sensitive to an accurate account of the effect of relativity, because the latter alters considerably the oneelectron energies of atomic s and d electrons. The increase of the bonding energy in the triplet coinage metal dimers is clearly visible from Figure 3 , where the variation of the bond dissociation energy in the singlet and triplet coinage metal dimers is plotted. The very strong no-pair bonding in the high-spin gold dimer is a clear manifestation of relativistic effect on the one-electron energies which reduces more than twice the d-s energy gap (see also Figure 2) .
Typically, the no-pair bonding in high-spin clusters is strongly nonadditive and the bond dissociation energy per atom grows rapidly with the cluster size. [4] [5] [6] [7] 16, 8, 10, 11 In large clusters, the BDE/atom may reach values as high as 19 kcal/mol for highspin copper clusters. 16 Considering that, in the dimeric form, 3 Au 2 is bound twice as strong as 3 Cu 2 , this energy limit can be easily surpassed in bulky high-spin gold clusters. It might be expected that, in large gold clusters, the binding energy per atom can be well in excess of 20 kcal/mol which becomes comparable with the strength of usual chemical bonds.
